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Nuno Teixeira
An optimistic leader with a vision of a
sustainable world.
Nuno has worked in engineering and construction projects all his life.
This civil engineer’s work has taken him to Angola, Mozambique and
Libya, Brazil and back to Portugal - again. An experience which suits
him perfectly, as travelling is one of his hobbies.
In Portugal, he took part on the high profile high speed train project
and in several highways projects. In the last 5 years, Nuno lived in
Mozambique, where he was Director of several public engineering
and construction contracts. Though those contracts never took off,
his career did and he prides himself on the variety of projects he
was part of. Nuno has had plenty of different experiences in leading
teams and projects around the world. Something he has definitely
taken away from it all is how important is a company’s corporate
responsibility. Taking care of its employees and having social projects
is something all companies should aim to do, in his opinion.
Nuno also has an hidden artistic facet. Recently he has completed
a photography course and now carries his camera with him at all
times and places. He also has a special interest by Art, Architecture
and Sculpture. Passions which allow him to explore his creativity,
thus bringing more colour to his life.
Nationality: Portuguese
Languages: Portuguese, English, Spanish, French
E-MAIL:
nunoteixeira7@gmail.com
MOBILE PHONE:
+351 964 576 540

SKYPE:
nuno.teixeira7
LINKEDIN:
www.linkedin.com/in/nunoricardoteixeira/

Main skills

Projects

Future
Professional
interests

Likes
& Curiosities

Leadership

Infrastructures and roads in
Portugal

Management

Photography

Planning
Budgeting

Production Director in Angola

Travelling

Management

Part of the TGV (high-speed
train) project in Portugal

Football

Project Director in Mozambique
(International Airport/Port)

Architecture

Motivation
Pragmatic
Team player

Business Development in
Mozambique, Brazil and Libya
Real estate investments

Career Goals

Diving

Art
Tennis
Music
Golf
Films
Playing team sports

Nuno aims to continue growing professionally and to tackle new projects which bring out his management and team leader
skills. He would like to become a Country Manager or CEO for a company with which he can identify himself in terms of
values, mission and vision.

“Happiness is only real
when shared.”
Alexander Supertramp
(Christopher McCandless)

Timeline
Started MBA @ PBS

First time i whent to work abroad - Angola

Finish Civil Engineer Degree
Start working @ Obedrecht

2016
2012

Promoted to a Director position in Mozambique

2006

Management training in Brasil

2007

2003

Leadership

Ethics

Focus

Top 5
Strengths

Intelligence

Creativity

